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From the Editor
Editorial - 4th issue.
Let me begin this editorial with a joke my Grand Dad told me eons ago on a rainy evening in a remote Island of the Andaman archipelago.
Milkha Singh was sitting in a train compartment in Melbourne waiting for the train to start when a local
walks in. Excited to meet the legend, the Aussie asks “ are you Milkha Singh?”. Undaunted by his lack of
understanding of the accent, the Flying Sikh answers “ No, I am relaxing”.
It took me years to understand that this incident is perhaps an urban legend. For then, I had found my hero.
For a child with big dreams being brought up in extreme remote surroundings without the benefit of good
education facilities, Milkha Singh was an inspiration. A child orphaned in post partition violence, Milkha
Singh overcame unimaginable odds to establish himself as one of the best athletes in the world. This was
at a time when India’s sporting facilities were at its infancy and funds for training scarce. Apart from his
individual achievements, Milkha Singh was also instrumental to kick start India’s sports drive which is
gradually gaining momentum.
His track records went unbeaten for forty years in India. For non athletes like myself he was the living
proof that anything is possible if you work hard enough. Milkha Singh’s determination to succeed is reflected in his autobiography, The Race of My Life. It ends with a couplet in Urdu which translates as
“Destroy your entire existence if you want to reach the zenith, Cos a seed has to become one with the dust
to sprout the blossom into a flower.”
Captain Milkha Singh passed away earlier this month in India at the age of 91, one of the greatest loss due
to COVID pandemic the country has suffered. This issue of Desibytes is dedicated to this towering sportsperson who inspired so many disadvantaged kids like myself to aspire.
Welcome to the 4th issue of Desibytes. Enjoy!

Sincerely,
Ritu and Suparna.
Desibytes.IFT@gmail.com
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News from Townsville Indian Community

We are proud of Dr Kurunji Kannan on her commendable effort at raising
funds for Covid 19 release for India.
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Indian Community Events
Sri Siddhi Vinayak Temple, Gumlow
Sri Siddhi Vinayak Temple Opening Timings : Monday to Friday 6 PM—7 PM.
Saturday and Sunday 10 AM—12 Noon.

North Queensland Hindu Community, Vincent
Events & Activities 2021
Weekly Bhajans: Thursdays 7:30pm

Purnavidya: Spiritual Education for Children
Fortnightly, Sundays 10 am to 11 am

Ladies Yoga: Every Sunday 8.30 am to 10 am

Local Community Events
Townsville event
Townsville Show– Friday 2-Monday 5 July at Townsville Show, 72-104 Ingham
Rd, West End, QLD
NTI Townsville– Friday 9 July at Reid Park!
Brighter Lives, Townsville Hospital Foundation
80s Twilight FUN RUN – Friday 27 August at Queensland Country Bank Stadium.

Book Fair – Saturday 18 and Sunday 19 September at Emmaus Hall, Kirwan.
Giving Day – Thursday 28 October – your donation on the day will be multiplied at TUH and online.
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In Focus: Swati Pandey
Swati Pandey is a beauty therapist and proprietor of the beauty salon Townsville Bliss and
Beauty. Swati lives in Townsville with her husband Dr.Vibhav Pandey, her son and two dogs.

How much do you think your childhood influenced your work?

My father Mr Hemant Mishra was the Director of National School of Drama. He was also
active in the electronic media like TV serials, movies and Ad films. I grew up watching him
participate and direct NSD productions. This gave me an interest in facial expressions
and how to make people look in character on stage and TV.
Gradually I have also developed an interest in all types of make
up.
How did you end up as a beautician?
I won’t call myself just a beautician. I have a holistic approach to
beauty, not just facial beauty. I have studied skin treatments,
Ayurvedic mind and body treatment. To me beauty comes from
within and if a person is not relaxed, the person cannot look
good. Hence I have also learnt various massage treatments like
remedial massage and relaxation massage. So when I consult
my client, I try and work out what exactly is needed to make the
person beautiful from within. For example, I can use remedial or
deep tissue message to improve posture and confidence.
What was life before becoming a beauty therapist?
I was actually studying for Indian Administrative Service when I had to start working as a
beauty product salesperson during a period of familial crisis. I found myself interested in
beauty products which led me to various beautiscian courses. Soon I found myself teaching at a well known beautician training institute. This led to various high profile jobs like
make up artist at the Lakme fashion show, Grooming instructor at a Air Hostess training
school and Hair designer at L’Oreal Institute in New Delhi. I then found myself in Australia
after marriage and decided to further pursue my career in this new country.
Where do you get your inspiration from?
I love learning new skills. It is exciting to learn new aspects of beauty and health in a new
country. I have now started my own business and juggling family, passion for beauty
treatments and managing a business is a new art. I am also developing my own style of
make up and beauty therapy and this is a fascinating time of life for me. I am blessed with
a very supportive family and it wouldn’t have been easy to achieve what I have without
their wholehearted support.
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What is the wisest thing anyone has ever told you?

Big head, big headache. This was my Grandma’s saying. I always remember this and
make sure I remain humble and keep my feet on the ground no matter what my achievements are.
Please share with Desibytes one simple DIY unisex beauty tip.
As we live in North Queensland, there is a lot of sun exposure. To counter the sunburn
and brighten your skin, rub a small slice of tomato all over your face. Let the juice dry for
about thirty seconds and wash off with plain water.
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Out of the box: Kalpana Singh
Dr Kalpana is a Gynaecologist having a special interest in genital dermatology. She is
very interested in fine arts, travelling, photography and in non-fiction books.
Diamonds are Forever
‘The gems we see behind glass cases of jewellery stores and museums are often
millions of years old and will outlast each and every awe-struck spectator enchanted by their radiance.’
---Vinit Mehta: CEO & founder of Golconda Diamonds
How true! In nature, the diamonds usually take between 1 billion and 3.5 billion years of intense heat and pressure to get created from carbon.
Not many advertisements made so much impact on the sale of a product as the above term
‘Diamonds are for ever’, coined in 1948, to popularise its use in common population. Diamonds have never looked back since then & as recently as December 2020 saw rise in its value.
At time when Indian mines supplies were nearly exhausted, diamonds from south African
Kimberley mines started flooding the world stage. Something had to be done to increase its
consumption.
Although Diamonds were known to the people of Indus Valley Civilization in the Bronze Age,
around 2500-1700 BC, the earliest written evidence of diamonds being traded was found
only around 300-400 BC, in ‘Arthashastra’.
It was noted to be the jewel above all others, indestructible & having magical powers. First
ever system of grading diamonds according to its characteristics and qualities was mentioned in ancient Sanskrit texts ‘Ratna-Pariksha’.
The Use of diamonds in earlier times were limited to royalties, but in
1477’s Archduke Maximillian of Austria started a trend of it use as a
symbol of eternal love, when he proposed to Mary of Burgundy with
a diamond bearing engagement ring.
Tight, arrangement of carbon atoms in diamond doesn’t permit
many impurities, makes it durable, hardest known rock to mankind.
It disperses light like no other stone does. Because of all of these
qualities, it’s no surprise that diamonds are associated with symbol of everlasting nature,
power purity, radiance, & true love.
Discovered in 2004, directly over Australian skies, Lucy with its 3000km wide core of crystalised carbon, became the largest diamond known in the universe. It’s estimated that when
our sun runs out of its nuclear fuel, will become a diamond too!
Although, Israel, Belgium, Russia, USA, South Africa are threats to India’s diamond industry located in
Surat, (where approximately 92 percent of the world's diamonds are cut and polished), China is rising
and may actually take over this industry from India in the coming years.
Is there a better time to buy, or a better reason to possess this piece of nature’s art or history? How to find
your precious piece?
Kalpna Singh
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The History Column.
Raibhan Yadav.
Dr Raibhan Yadav is Consultant Cardiologist at the Townsville University Hospital
and The Mater Hospital. Raibhan lives in Townsville with his wife Supriya and two
daughters. Raibhan’s hobbies include History and Bollywood music.

The Silk Route
We learnt about the Silk Route in our history lessons. We learnt of Marco Polo and Ibn Batuta who wrote their accounts of travel to and from Asia .The term conjures up images of
camels laden with silk, spices and other exotic goods winding their way through snow covered mountain passes on the roof of the world. While the camel as a means to move goods
has long disappeared and silk is no longer as coveted as is used to be, the mystique of the
Silk Road still persists. With China now implementing its Brick and Road initiative, the old
Silk Road is not just a historical curiosity, it is now a geopolitical entity and is as relevant
as it was many centuries ago. It is still the centre of political intrigues and an avenue for
commerce. Everything old is new again. Let us wander down this ancient road and see
where it leads us today.
It all started with the Ancient Roman love of silk two thousand years ago. The Romans
coveted Chinese silk so much that the Roman Senate tried to ban the consumption of silk
and failed. Rome eventually procured its own silk production methods when Byzantine
(Eastern Roman) Emperor Justinian (527- 565 CE) reportedly sent spies to China to steal
silk worms and bring them back to Greece. These silks never attained the quality of those
imported from China and were not popular. A thousand years had to pass before European
colonial powers dominated overseas trade and the importance of the Silk Road over land
routes connecting the West to China waned.
During their heyday, the Silk Roads—both overland and searoutes—profoundly influenced
the Middle Eastern, Central Asian, Chinese, Indian, Russian, European, and African civilizations they connected, stimulating the first truly international trade network, and marking
the beginnings of globalization. Think of the impact of gunpowder that changed the way
wars were fought and of paper that started the knowledge revolution.
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The route stretched about 7,500 km east to west but covering over 35,000 km along all the
many branch routes. It was responsible for political, social and cultural impacts for populations along these routes and had far-reaching consequences for all the societies touched by
them. The Silk Roads encompass some of the most complex and fascinating systems in the
history of world civilizations. A shifting network of roads and pathways for trade that
evolved over centuries, it enabled the exchange of cargo such as silk, spices, gems, furs, but
also shared art, religion and technology. It is also one of the first cultural corridors to be inscribed on the World Heritage List.
It was not just silk ,gunpowder and paper though. Precious ivory and gold, food items such
as pomegranates, safflowers, and carrots went east out of Rome to the west; from the east
came jade, furs, ceramics, and manufactured objects of bronze, iron, and lacquer. Animals
such as horses, sheep, elephants, peacocks, and camels made the trip, and, perhaps most
importantly, agricultural and metallurgical technologies and information. The major religions of the world made their way East and West through this very route. The dreaded
plague made its way to Europe along the Silk Road and decimated entire populations there.

The Indian connections of these route will be examined in the next few articles.
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Travelogue
Dr Aparna Nagraj is a Resident Medical Officer at the Mt Isa Base Hospital. She is a FIFO worker
from Townsville where her husband Vikram, Mother in Law and Daughter live. Aparna’s hobbies
include singing and photography.

Day trips in the outback
(memoirs of Aparna Nagaraj in Mount Isa)

With no theme for the magazine this month, I must admit, I was a little lost. I had several
ideas running in my head. So I decided to put my thoughts onto paper, or rather computer! And thus came a medley of articles-my exclusive tour of the best spots to visit around
Mount Isa.
Mary Kathleen Mines

One of the abandoned uranium
mines, located in the Selwyn range
between Cloncurry and Mount Isa. To
get there, the most important things
we need are a four wheel drive, a
camera and some good company! Although abandoned, there are hand
written rustic signs that will get you to
the secluded spot. After a bumpy
twenty minute drive, you will see the
most beautiful waterbody. For something described as abandoned, closed
and as a ghost town, this mine is a
treat to a photographer’s eye, or should I say lens!
Granite Mines

Yet another popular getaway spot, only a
15 minute drive away from Mount Isa, on
the way to Boulia. Unlike the previous
mines, you can get here with any vehicle
as the roads are sealed. But with no signs
to know the exact location, you have to
look for a red gate on the side of the
road, the old school way! The best time
of the day to visit this place is just before
sunset.
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Don’t forget to take a picnic basket with some bubbly to soak in the colours of the sunset
against the orange dusty granite hills.
Camel paddock

On the outskirt of Mount Isa, just along
the highway is a large fenced area. You might
want to take someone who knows the spot
with you. A big bag of carrots is all you need
and the camels come running for it. It is amazing how therapeutically calming it is to feed
these large
herbivores. A popular trick is
to feed them a carrot with your mouth….. as
long as you don’t mind smelly kisses!
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Short Story
She loves me not!
By: The Nomad
Ricky barked loudly again! It was evening and he really wanted to go out and play. From
the window he had seen the procession of dogs being taken for their daily walks by their
owners, some taking their owners for a walk by dragging on the leash, some prancing happily beside their owners. While he was still stuck inside the house. Where was Ranu!!
From the child’s room came the predictable answer..”one minute”. Ricky sighed and lay
down with his head on his paw. This was going to be a
long wait.
Kittu sidled unto him and lay down. He wanted to go
out too for a brief play in the sunshine. They waited
patiently till Ranu’s mum came to let the cat out. She
then routed Ranu from her video screen and made her
take the dog for a walk.
That evening, as they lay next to each other, Ricky
sadly voiced a thought that was doing the round of his
head. “I don’t think Ranu like us much..She prefers to
play on her video. I wish I had gone to some other owner.” Kittu characteristically did not
answer but continued to groom himself with a self absorbed concentration.

Next morning Ricky sat in the sun gnawing his bone. He had
not asked Ranu to play with him. He had decided he will not
beg again. He cautiously eyed the group of magpies that were
roosting in the nearby trees. He did not like them. And ever
since Ranu’s mum had started feeding them they have gotten
bolder. They were now cawing raucously trying to scare him
away from the bone so they could have a feast. Previously he
had slunk away inside the house leaving the spoils to the victor
but he decided today will be different.” I am a big dog now, all
of six months! I am not going to let these birds scare me”. Determinedly ignoring them, he bit hard into the bone again.
Suddenly he felt the whoosh of wings and a sharp stab on
his head, and then another! Panicking, he left his prize
and bolted into the garden, seeking shelter under a bush.
It was not dense enough to stop the magpie attack. He
howled as the birds swooped on him repeatedly, their cruel beaks stabbing his skin!
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In a daze he heard the door opening and someone
rushing out, screaming. It was Ranu! She ran to the
puppy and tried to pick him up. The panicked dog
squirmed and screamed as the magpies now divided
their attack indiscriminately between the puppy and
the child Unable to pick up the dog, Ranu lay down on
him, trying to cover him from the worst of the attacks.
Fortunately, it was soon over. Ranu’s mum came running and shooed away the birds. She picked up the
trembling dog and led the dazed child inside. Later that day, as Ricky lay on his bed, Kittu
sidled back next to him. “ So, do you still think Ranu doesn’t love you?” He asked. Ricky
opened an eye and stretched happily “ Nah! I think she’s alright”.

The nomad is a member of the Indian expat community in Townsville. The nomad
enjoys travelling, reading and dabbles in occasional gardening.
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Book Corner: Asha Kiran
Asha Kiran, currently tutoring med students at the James Cook University
and also a producer-presenter on the community radio 103.9 TripleT.

This month’s book is all about my favourite hobby,
travelling! I don’t know about you, but for me, when I first
started visiting tourist places in Australia, I would feel a
gaping absence of history. Most sites recount an ancientness of millions of years. It made me wonder if that’s a way
to overcompensate for the lack of history. I know, that’s
harsh!
Over the years, though, my cynicism has turned into
awe. Yes, Australian sites indeed have a pioneer history of
500 years or so, a mere blip in time. And they have
Aboriginal history, which is a Dreamtime story of habitation
much like the Adivasis in India. Both are fascinating. But
what is remarkable is the focus on the journey of the earth
itself. I especially love the information centres, what a treasure!
If you are nerdish about it like me, you will love this book “Indica, a deep natural history
of the Indian subcontinent”. While the book is about the natural history of places, it also
puts earth’s history in perspective. It helps us grasp the billions of years in a cute timeline
in human years. If you are from Bengaluru and have visited Lalbagh or Nandi hills, you are
in for a surprise. These rocks are one of the oldest rock formations in the subcontinent,
about 3.5 billion years.
The book gives you GPS location you can find on Google earth. So, while reading the book,
you can virtually go to the site and see the formations, amazing isn’t it. The book pans
across India and talks about the geological features, prehistoric to more recent formations,
ancient life forms etc. I am sure you will find something from your state. There is also a
pop-science experiment for your kids, “how to extract DNA at home”. It is not just taking a
swab, it is really extracting DNA, fun stuff. (pg 46).
Every time I have been to Undarra lava tubes I would sigh over the lack of deep-dive
information in Araku valley near Vizag, (a replica of Undarra). When we went on the
Dinosaur trail in Winton, I would wonder why we neglect the several prehistoric eggs
found in Rajasthan even now, or why there isn’t info on the magnificent canyons in Telangana. The geological features are the clues mother earth left for us to find and understand her. If you are interested in the quiet history of the earth, this book is for you.
Author Pranay Lal is one of the recent crops of “amateur expertise” authors who are
making a mark. A lot of good content is coming from not the discipline experts but from
amateurs in the field. Lal seems to have the blessings of the Natural historians in India and
has also been on the Jaipur Literary festival circuit, he has surely arrived.
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Bombay Talkies: Ritu Jhamb
Mrs Ritu Jhamb is a teacher by profession, working as an EALD specialist at Aitkenvale State School. Ritu
lives in Townsville with her husband Puneet and two sons. Her hobbies are reading, watching Indi movies
and drinking different types of coffee.

Bhaag milkha bhaag
Milkha Singh, an Indian athlete who overcomes many
agonising obstacles in order to become a world champion,
Olympian and one of India's most iconic athletes.
This is one of those rare, hard-to-forget films, which leaves
viewers thinking about the outcomes of sheer hard work,
toughness, grit and pride. This Rakeysh Omprakash Mehra biopic is based on the magnetic life of athlete Milkha Singh. It is
all about factors that champions the spirit of human living.
The film is a story of the Flying Sikh, Milkha Singh and his journey from his run for a glass of milk to becoming India’s pride on international athletic
platforms. Tainted with a battered past, bruised with horrific memories of Partition and
later petty crime, his ladylove helped him channel his focus in life. The evolution of an urchin boy to the man who won laurels for his nation will have you awestruck! Travel
through the life of one of India’s most notable sports figures and get inspired to take the
plunge into life’s race more seriously than ever before.
The film is an intelligently disguised story of a man whom history cannot faze out easily.
The story’s melodrama is restricted, keeping the dramatic bits plain. It is painful to see the
Partition sequences of the story, which have been carried out remarkably. In a particular
sequence, where the young Milkha Singh slips on a puddle of blood after his entire ‘pind’
has been wiped off is the most fearsome portrayal of wretchedness! The story’s tainted
scenes weave the haunting air fantastically and yet the cherishable moments maintain the
story’s sheen. From the glee of getting his first India blazer to when he loses the qualifying
match in Melbourne to when he breaks down crying the pent up tears of years , the story’s terrain is smartly packed with judicious amounts of highs and lows, making the film’s
recipe flawless.
Bhaag Milkha Bhaag will have you captivated with its grit and enigma. It is hard to take
your eyes off Farhan Akhtar, who enriches Milkha Singh as a surreal charismatic figure beyond the realms of flesh and blood! Watch it for Farhan Akhtar who impeccably replicates
the soul of Milkha Singh and leaves you with goosebumps!
This one is so moving and scintillating that such films are a reward to the audiences for
bearing through the fiascoes!
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Recipe: General Tso’s Chicken
By Anston Fivaz
Anston Fivaz is from Johannesberg, South Africa. Anston has formally trained as a chef in Johannesberg
and then has embarked in his own gastronomic journey which has taken him
across the world working in famous restaurants. Anston lives in Townsville
with his wife Melonie, his two children and two very well behaved labradors.

General Tso’s Chicken is that perfect combination of sweet, savoury, spicy and tangy with crispy Chinese chicken bites. It’s a
Chinese takeout favourite that just pushes all the right buttons. This can also be made vegetarian using cauliflower instead
of chicken,

WHATS FOR DINNER?......
Who Was General Tso (And Why Does He Have His Own Chicken)?
if you’re expecting some far-fetched tale about how this legendary military hero invented a legendary
dish in his downtime, this ain’t it.
Zongtang had nothing to do with the sticky-sweet and spicy deep fried chicken dish, and he likely never
would’ve eaten anything remotely similar to it.
A chef named Peng Chang-kuei actually created the dish in the ‘50s. Peng was a banquet chef for Chinese Nationalists and he fled to Taiwan with them after their 1949 defeat by Mao Zedong’s Communists.
It was there that he came up with the general idea for the dish (pun intended), and he brought it to the
States when he immigrated to New York in 1973. Of course, he had to make the dish sweeter to cater to
the U.S. palate.
If the British can proudly call Chicken Tikka Masala, their national dish, then surely it's time that General
Tso got his chicken in our national spotlight. Everybody knows the candy-sweet spicy take-out joint version, but I firmly believe that it has the potential to be so much more than that. How great would a homemade version of General Tso's, with a flavour that shows some real complexity and a texture that takes
that crisp-crust-juicy-center balance to the extreme be?
My version does just that.
This is a popular Chinese-American dish that appears in suburban Chinese restaurants here in Australia
under various other guises. Peking-Style Chicken or sometimes something mysteriously titled House
Special Crispy Chicken. I can never resist a House Special!
It is said to originate from the Hunan province of China and is named after a well-respected Chinese military leader, General Tso.
While the accuracy of either of these statements is questionable – and in fact, rumour has it that it was
brought into the US by Taiwanese Chefs (!) – what we do know is that this is one of the most popular
Chinese dishes in America and it’s not hard to understand why.

This is my version of the dish recreated, over the last few years as I
shared with my neighbours a resemblance to cauli manchurian, or
sweat and sour chicken.
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Recipe
Servings 4-6| Prep Time 15 minutes | Total Time 30-45 minutes

Ingredients
For the General Tso’s Sauce:
1 tablespoon sesame oil
3 cloves garlic, minced
1/4 teaspoon chili flakes can substitute for fresh red chilies
1 knob of ginger, grated
1 onion sliced fine
1 red pepper diced
1/2 cup chicken or vegetable broth
1/2 cup soy sauce
1/3 Chinese rice wine vinegar
1/4 cup sweet chili sauce (Trident brand-or any brand you can find- available in Woolworths and Coles)
1/2 cup Passata
2 tablespoons corn-starch, dissolved in 1-2 tablespoons of cold water
For the Batter:
1-2 cups corn-starch (pending volume of cauliflower)
2 teaspoons salt
water as needed (about 1 ½ cups)
Other Ingredients:
6 boneless chicken thighs or 1 head of cauliflower, cut into
small florets (vegetarian option)
a deep layer of oil for frying
scallions and sesame seeds for topping
Method
General Tso’s Sauce: Heat the sesame oil in a small saucepan
over medium low heat. Add the ginger, chili, onion, diced peppers and garlic and sauté (stir fry) for a minute or two. Add broth, passata, sweet chili
sauce and cook till boiling point. Take the corn flour and add a few drops of water to make
a paste, then add to the sauce, whisk to combine. Bring to a low boil; simmer for another
10 minutes or until sauce is thickened. Add more sweetness, citrus, to your taste if required.
Chicken- Cauliflower Batter: Whisk all the batter ingredients until a loose batter forms. The
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Cauliflower:
Boil the cauliflower florets in boiling water till still firm,
strain and drain, allow to cool.
Chicken:
Cut the chicken into 2-3cm cubes, season with salt and
pepper
Frying:
Pour oil into a heavy bottomed skillet to make it deep
enough so it will cover the cauliflower.
Heat the oil over medium heat. Drop a small bit of
batter in the oil to test it – when it rises to the top and
bubbles, the oil is ready. Dip cauliflower florets or chicken pieces in the batter and let the excess drip off before gently setting in the oil. Fry for a
few minutes on each side, then flip, repeating sides several times if necessary until you get
a nice golden brown fried exterior. The additional frying time helps make it a little crunchier.
Remove and set on a cooling rack with paper towels underneath (again, rather than
putting it all on a plate or bowl with paper towels, this keeps it crispy vs. soggy).
Serving: Toss the fried cauliflower/ chicken with the sauce (enough just to cover) and
sprinkle with scallions and sesame seeds for serving. Serve with rice or on its own.
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Gardening: Linda Forscutt
Linda is a horticulturist and works with the Townsville City Council to maintain the community
gardens. A keen naturalist and conservationist, Linda also maintains a very productive community garden. Linda is originally from Darwin and lives in Townsville with her partner. She
spends her spare time with her grandchildren and helping her fellow less capable gardeners.

Lemons in gardens
Lemon trees make an excellent addition to almost every backyard and if you get the
growing process right, you are ensured a regular, plentiful crop.

Varieties:
The most common lemon varieties are Eureka,
Lisbon and Meyer. Eureka produces its main crop in
winter with smaller crops in spring and summer.
Eureka lemons have relatively few seeds and the tree
is virtually thornless growing to around four metres in
height.
Lisbon is thornier and produces its main crop in winter,
however is tends to be more cold tolerant. It grows
around three to four metres tall.
Meyers has a milder, less acidic flavour with a smooth,
thin rind. It’s main crop is produced in winter but it can
crop continuously throughout the year. It’s a small tree
growing to around two metres in height, making it the
ideal lemon tree to grow in a pot.
Propagation:
To propagate a lemon tree it’s best to a cutting in late
spring, early summer. Choose a 15 cm piece of a healthy
young branch without fruit or flowers and at least two to
three nodes at the base. Use a non-serrated, sanitized
knife to cut the stem at a 90– degree angle. Wrap cuttings in a moist paper towel to prevent dehydration.
Remove bottom leaves so the cutting has only three or so leaves at the top and
dust the bottom with a hormone–based rooting powder. Plant the cutting in a
large, well-drained pot with seed starter mix and cover it with a large clear
plastic bag to create a warm, humid environment. Use chopsticks, wire or
dowel to keep the bag from resting on the cutting. Keep the soil moist.
Once roots develop, remove the plastic covering. After a few days move the
cutting outside in a sheltered location. Once the roots of the plant nearly fill its
pot it’s time to plant int in a larger pot or garden.
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Saathika “The Ethnic Haven

Exquisite sarees and jewellery from the Indian subcontinent, Curated to celebrate craftsmanship.
Individuallly hand picked from across India.
Pure silver jewellery, one of its kind. Statement pieces and more.
For orders call/WhatsApp Kavita Menon 0408560456
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